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GUIDE TO STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT  
9 MONTHS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GENERAL PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT 

 Sitting well and reaching for toys 

 Moves from lying to sitting 

 May be crawling (backwards first) 

 Starting to pull self up on the furniture in to 
standing 

 Can take weight on feet but cannot balance 

USING HANDS 

 Starts to gain control over each 
finger and learns to point and poke 

 Waves bye bye 

 Claps hands 

 Uses  finger and thumb to pick up 
small objects and pull a toy on a 
string 

USING EYES: 

 Searches for toy dropped out of sight and looks 
for toy if hidden while watching 

LISTENING AND TALKING 

 Understands a few words e.g. bye bye, no 

 Joins a variety of different sounds in to sentences 

 Practices different intonation patterns 

DOING THINGS FOR SELF 

 Grabs spoon when being fed 
 

APPROPRIATE TOYS AND GAMES 

 Safe, stable furniture to hold on to 

 Brick trolleys to push 

 Songs and rhymes with actions 

 Freedom to explore 

 Stacking towers to knock down 

 Showing how to put objects inside other objects 
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Encourage kneeling with support from    Encourage kneeling at a low table.          Prop in standing between your  
your bent knee and hand         You may need to push his bottom forward              Encourage arms forward in play   

      
     

 
 
       
 
 
 
 

 
Stand at the sofa and promote balance   Help him get from sitting into the crawling position     Help him cruise along the furniture 
        
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 

Encourage him to pull up to stand using the furniture by guiding him through kneeling in to standing 



Correcting ages  

 

Correct until 2 years of age  

Baby is now  

9 months old  

Baby was born 

3 months early 

Baby is 6 months 
corrected age 

9 3 6 - = 



Different for Early Babies  



0-3 months – tucked position  



Holding and Carrying 





Tummy To Play, Everyday  



Other Positions for Play 



Preferred Head Turn or Flat Head  



Sitting 



Crawling 



Walking 



And exploring 





Toy advice 



Overstimulation  



“Fit” a child’s level of development 

Help them move one step further 

Be hard enough to be interesting 

Be easy enough to be done well 

Play Activities 



Activities, Not Gadgets  

 



Often one piece of 
equipment has uses 
across a wide age 
range……. 



Infant Carriers  

 

 
Sling Safety Rules 

 

Tight 

In view at all times 

Close enough to kiss 

Keep chin off the chest 

Supported back 







Remember 



http://apcp.csp.org.uk/publications/parent-leaflets 

Parent 
advice 
leaflets  






